Digital age today has shown increasing reliance on digital media and rapid distribution of digital contents. The issues of piracy and copyright are of immense concern in this exponentially increasing digital revolution. In this paper, authors propose use of bi-orthogonal wavelet transform as an effective tool to address copyright infringement issues. A synergistic combination of bi-orthogonal wavelet transform, human visual system characteristics and fuzzy inference system is arrived at to develop a novel adaptive image watermarking scheme. Logo watermark is used to prove ownership of digital property. A hierarchical data structure is generated using bi-orthogonal wavelet decomposition to represent an image. The reconstruction of image is achieved by computing inverse wavelet transform of modified wavelet coefficients. The unique feature of the proposed scheme is that fuzzy inference system is used to effectively establish relation between different HVS characteristics and adaptively adjusting embedding strength of watermark.
INTRODUCTION
Internet facilitates publication, use and transfer of diversified digital information. The digital information includes images, text, music, pictures, video etc. To protect the interest of the creator, it is imperative to develop protection mechanism to avoid illegitimate copy, modification, tempering or forging of digital creations. In this digitized world, it is a challenge to protect ownership of digital data. In this context, copyright protection of digital images has received widespread attention in recent years [1] .
Digital watermarking is an effective tool for protecting multimedia data from such illegitimate copying. The process of image watermarking comprises aspect of altering the pixel values of an image in a manner so that there is only a slight difference between original image and watermarked image [2] . This difference may be perceptually visible or invisible. Such a change may be detected by machines. The watermarks or copyright protection are selected in the form of date, serial number, trademark, logos or any such copyright information relating to the respective host image that is to be protected. One can extract this information as watermark in order to verify originality and establish ownership of digital content [3] . Most of the conventional watermarking techniques reported in literature embed pseudo-random sequence as watermark. This technique suffers from limitation that in spite of extraction of these watermarks it is very difficult to distinctively identify it and prove ownership of creator [4] .
It is necessary to develop an easily readable and identifiable watermark to be embedded in the host images. The novel method discussed in this paper enables image owner or creator to adaptively adjust strength of watermark through fuzzy inference system, so that robustness of watermark can be enhanced [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
IMAGE WATERMARKING REQUIREMENTS
Digital image watermarking attributes differ depending on its application. Following attributes characterize image watermarking for diversified applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Imperceptibility
This attribute represents transparency of watermark such that it is perceptually visible or invisible. It is important that modification of host image is inconspicuous after watermarks are embedded.
Robustness
The watermark needs to be robust enough against various intentional or non-intentional attacks on the host image Watermark in image must be resistant to signal processing attacks and geometric attacks. Signal processing attacks include filtering, JPEG compression, addition of salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise etc. Geometric attacks include rotation, scaling, cropping etc. Robust watermarks should sustain most of these attacks and are useful for copyright applications.
Blindness
Blindness refers to the ability to recover copyright information with or without the use of host image. The copyright protection scheme can be classified as blind (oblivious) or non-blind (non-oblivious). In blind or private scheme, original host image is not required to extract watermark while in non-blind or public scheme requires host image for copyright information extraction.
Un-ambiguity
It refers to clear verification of extracted watermark. The extracted logo must be clear enough so that it can indicate ownership of the host image without any ambiguity.
PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed approach is based on aspects of bi-orthogonal wavelet transform, HVS and FIS.
Bi-orthogonal Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform allows an image to be described in terms of a coarse overall shape plus details that range from broad to narrow. It is a special case of sub band transform with a filter bank being the basic building block. The elements of the filter bank are decomposition filter, reconstruction filter, downsampler and up-sampler [19] [20] [21] [22] . Bi-orthogonal wavelet uses one basis function for decomposition and another for reconstruction. They exhibit linear phase property. It satisfies both the requirements of watermarking such as symmetry and perfect reconstruction. It can enhance imperceptibility and robustness of the watermark against intentional and unintentional attacks [23] [24] .
Human Visual System (HVS)
The sensitivity of human vision is different in various spatial frequencies (frequency bands). The mathematical models of how humans see the world is enabled by HVS research [25] . Studies have shown that a number of factors affect noise sensitivity of human eye like luminance, frequency band, texture, proximity to an edge. Human eye is less sensitive to noise in high resolution bands, bands having orientation of +45°, to noise in areas where brightness is high or low and to noise in highly textured areas [26] [27] . The proposed scheme uses human visual characteristics to exploit human eye limitation to embed strong watermark which also maintains perceptual invisibility using bi-orthogonal wavelet transform.
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
Fuzzy set theory has potential capability to represent input and output relationships of dynamic systems. Conventionally, determination of a wavelet tree to be a zero tree was done by comparing the sub-band coefficients uniformly with a fixed threshold value. All coefficients of a wavelet tree less than the threshold value are set as insignificant. On the hand, all coefficients of wavelet tree slightly greater than the threshold value are set as significant. To provide logical reasoning with the uncertain information, a fuzzy inference system is required to be developed. The HVS parameters are combined using FIS to adaptively embed different strength of watermark in different regions by modifying wavelet coefficients [28] [29] .
EMBEDDING PROCESS
The watermark used for embedding is a gray scale logo image, which is small compared to the size of host image. The steps for embedding are shown in fig.1 .
Fig.1 Watermark Embedding Process
The embedding process is as follows:
1. Decomposition of original image by using bi-orthogonal wavelet transform resulting in four sub-bands LL 1 , LH 1 , HL 1 , and HH 1 .
2. Further, decomposition of LL 1 sub-band into LL 2 , LH 2 , HL 2 , and HH 2 and LL 2 in turn into sub-bands LL 3 , LH3, HL3, and HH3. 
EXTRACTION PROCESS
The steps for extracting watermark from watermarked image are shown in fig.2 . 2. Extraction of watermark based on adaptive model using HVS and FIS.
3. Calculation of correlation coefficient (CRC) for robustness analysis of the proposed scheme and testing watermarked image is for various geometric and nongeometric attacks [30] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Performance of the proposed scheme is tested on various images as well as various watermarks. The host image is decomposed into ten sub-bands. The watermark image is embedded in the 10 sub-bands based on fuzzy inference system. The FIS accepts three HVS inputs and applies fuzzy rules to determine strength of watermark. The original and watermarked Lena images are shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b respectively. It can be observed that there is no perceptual degradation between original and watermarked image. Fig. 4 and 5 shows original and watermarked kid and fruit images. There is no perceptual degradation in watermarked images. Several signal processing and geometric transformation attacks are performed on these images. 
Fig. 10 Relation between CRC and Salt &Pepper Noise Density
It is observed that proposed scheme can accurately model regions in which watermark insertion is performed, as it takes full advantage of the image adaptive HVS-FIS strategy leading to adaptive image watermarking. The watermark is constrained within the highly non-uniform regions of the image, in order to preserve imperceptibility and robustness criterion. 
CONCLUSION
A bi-orthogonal wavelet based image watermarking technique is presented. Watermark is embedded into wavelet coefficients which are selected based on the weight factors calculated by exploiting HVS characteristics and fuzzy inference system. Biorthogonal wavelet shows better values of PSNR as these are symmetric wavelet and result in linear phase transfer of filter coefficients. Bi-orthogonal Wavelet based adaptive image watermarking using human visual system and fuzzy inference system provides a better trade off between two contradictory requirements of image watermarking such as imperceptibility and robustness. Symmetry and perfect reconstruction properties of bi-orthogonal wavelet make it suitable for imperceptible and robust image watermarking applications.
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